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ABSTRACT
Introduction: As technology continues to progress, the importance and influence of mathemat-
ics in people's lives are growing. The emergence of mobile systems has brought about several
benefits, such as portability, convenience, and accessibility, especially in the field of education. It is
crucial to develop amobile system that can cater not only to high school students but also to those
enrolled in colleges and universities, offering solutions for basic calculations and highly specialized
algorithms. To address this need, this research presents AiMA, an AI-based mobile system that as-
sists college students with math-related issues. Methods: In this paper, we discuss the limitations
of current math-solvingmobile applications and propose a solution that caters to specialized algo-
rithms for university students. AiMA employs React Native on the front-end side to render the user
interface and Flask-server on the back-end side to handle numerical data. Additionally, an AI model
is implemented to handle input images stored in a cloud-based media management platform for
detection. Results: The system's functionality evaluation indicates that AiMA provides advantages
over existing solutions by enabling users to solve complex calculus problems and receive tailored
solutions for specific areas ofmathematics. Conclusion: This makes AiMA a highly valuable tool for
college and university students who require specialized assistance with their math-related studies.
Key words: Mobile applications, Mathematics, Math problem-solving app, AI

INTRODUCTION
Amobile application (“app”) is often used to describe
programs for mobile devices, such as smartphones
and tablets. The most significant difference between
traditional desktop and mobile applications is that
the application running on a mobile device can be
achieved from the app store. Most devices automat-
ically install apps when downloaded, which creates a
seamless installation process for the user. In addition,
most mobile applications are low-cost because they
need to bemore advanced and require fewer resources
to develop. However, apps may offer less capability
than desktop programs due to the limitations of the
mobile operating system (such as iOS or Android).
Nevertheless, the app field has become the trend in
the developing community due to its portable, small-
size, easy-to-use, and quick-response features. With
the knowledge of mobile techniques, generating an
application to tackle the practical issues that exist is
significant. An outstanding area that can be focused
on is education, especially mathematics.
With the development of technology, the significance
and impact of mathematics on people’s lives are grow-
ing daily. Students’ views on the role of mathematics
in their future studies and careers will be influenced
by changes in the mathematics learning environment

and their conceptions of the subject. This will ulti-
mately affect how they perceive the relevance ofmath-
ematics in their future studies and careers1. Accord-
ing to the research of Sven OveHansson2, mathemat-
ics is crucial in developingmodern technology and in-
novation. Many technological advancements, such as
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and cryptog-
raphy, rely on mathematical concepts such as calcu-
lus, statistics, and linear algebra. Developing a system
that can solve basic calculations while providing so-
lutions for highly specialized algorithms catering to
high school students and those enrolled in colleges
and universities and beyond is crucial. Most recent
mathematics mobile applications, which are just pub-
licly available, have focused only on familiar and fun-
damental areas in mathematics, such as calculus or
trigonometry. Our research aims to fill in the current
gap in the field.
In this research, we introduce AiMA, an AI-based
mobile system that assists college students withmath-
related issues. Our mobile system will be applied
to the client-server architecture to generate the mo-
bile application. In detail, React Native is used on
the front-end side for rendering the user interface
(UI) and optimizing the user experience (UX).Mean-
while, on the back-end side, the Flask server is ap-
plied, known as one of the most effective servers for
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handling the numerical data to modify and calculate
the input. Regarding feature diversification to en-
hance user experience, anAImodel is implemented to
handle the input image stored in a cloud-based media
management platform (Cloudinary) for detection.
This project stands out from others due to its dis-
tinctive and innovative characteristics. Unlike the ex-
isting mathematics software applications, all fields in
AiMA are more clearly and intuitively divided to cre-
ate convenience for end-users. Furthermore, realizing
the user’s need for specialized mathematics fields and
highly applicable algorithms is something that other
programs have either been unable to perform or have
been able to do but have not been well optimized.
In addition, AiMA mainly focuses on performance.
Therefore, the response time and execution time are
optimized to minimize user interaction time with the
application. Moreover, all of the applied technolo-
gies in this application are free to low cost. Hence,
AiMA is comparable to current mathematics applica-
tions with the free-for-charge characteristic.
The following are the main characteristics of AiMA:

• Convenience: Design an application with a
portable feature.

• Content quality: Generate an application cover-
ing a wide range of topics, from basic arithmetic
to advanced algorithms.

• Performance: The performance can be manipu-
lated by applying some methods, such as reduc-
ing image or video size, caching, and minimiz-
ing network requests.

• Cost: The app should be affordable or free to use.
If so, more customers can be reached.

The functionality evaluation indicates the ability of
the system to correctly calculate not only the simple
but also the compound expression within a desirable
response time.

BACKGROUNDAND RELATED
RESEARCH
Background

Technologies inmathematics app
The client-server architecture in a mathematics app
facilitates effective and scalable data management and
communication between the app’s users (clients) and
the app’s server. The functionality and resources of
the software are split between two entities, the client
and server. The server is a distant or local computer
that stores and processes data, whereas end-user de-
vices such as smartphones or computers can perform

the client. In detail, the client-server architecture
creates communication between two entities for ex-
changing data via the HTTP protocol without inter-
ruption. In this research, the server will handle the
input data, which can be the string or image format
equation received from the user’s device. The server
must carry out the specified operations to return the
accurate final results after responding to the client for
the user’s receipt. It is mindful that the server side will
tackle the calculations, and the time for each user re-
quest will decrease. Therefore, it is considered wise to
implement this architecture in mathematics software.
Since AiMA is an AI-based system, this softwaremust
incorporate an OCR AI model. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) is a technology that extracts char-
acters from printed or imaged text and converts them
into machine-readable code. The process of iden-
tifying characters from photos or text includes the
OCR model, which is a component of the OCR sys-
tem. Machine learning techniques create traditional
OCR models, intense learning models such as con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) or recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs). To classify and identify var-
ious characters, these models are trained on enor-
mous amounts of character-containing images by la-
bels. One of the key advantages of integrating an opti-
cal character recognition model into math software is
the ability to recognize mathematical symbols, equa-
tions, and expressions. First, integrating the OCR
model into a math application helps users enter data
more naturally and flexibly. Users can write or type
natural calculations, and the OCR model will recog-
nize and transform text, rather than only depending
onmanual input or predefined characters into a com-
puter. The OCRmodel will convert the captured con-
tent into a digital format, saving time and effort com-
pared to retyping the calculation. With the applica-
tion of this model, the user experience can be highly
enhanced.

Mathematics fields in AiMA
Theoretical models in computing (TMC) refers to
mathematical or abstract models that rely on the
knowledge of numerical methods. Numerical meth-
ods are applied to solve mathematical problems in
various fields that conventional mathematical equa-
tions or classical methods cannot tackle. This model
applies numerical and computational techniques in-
stead. The following problems are addressed using
techniques:
Many fields in numerical methods that AiMAmainly
focuses on for development can be mentioned. First,
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the optimization method is one of the most impor-
tant methods used for iteratively searching the opti-
mal values of a function. The primary purpose of this
is to determine the independent variable so that the
function can reach the minimum or maximum value.
As mentioned above, AIMA focuses on developing
applied algorithms and is dedicated to IT students, so
optimizationmethods can be used to optimize the pa-
rameters in themachine learningmodel. Theparame-
ter’s optimal value improves the model’s performance
and accuracy. There are many algorithms for this
method, for instance, the Newton method, golden-
section search method, and interpolation method.
The following field is ODE, which stands for ordi-
nary differential equation. In the numerical method,
the ODE method is a set of algorithms used for solv-
ing the original derivative equation by determining
the approximate value of the function in a definite
interval of independent variables. There are differ-
ent ODE methods in numerical methods, including
simple methods such as Euler and advanced meth-
ods such as Runge−Kutta. Furthermore, differential
and integral methods (Raphson method, Simpson 1/8

rule, Simpson 3/8 rule, etc.) and curve fitting methods
(linear regression, multilinear regression, etc.) are all
supported for the calculation. The benefits of using
numerical methods instead of conventional methods
are that using analytical techniques can be challeng-
ing or impossible to solve some issues precisely. Their
solutions can be approximated using numerical ap-
proaches. For instance, one can estimate complicated
integrals using quadrature techniques such as Simp-
son’s rule, trapezoid rule, and Romberg’s method.
“Probability” is a branch of mathematics that exam-
ines the possibility that an event will occur. It en-
tails calculating the likelihood of an event occurring
or not occurring based on available information. Sev-
eral applications in the field of IT make extensive use
of probability theory, which can be followed by vary-
ing the appliances of artificial intelligence (AI), such
as natural language processing, image processing, and
robotics. While “Statics” has been applied in the data
science area to analyze and interpret data, its primary
function is to draw conclusions from collected data
and predict what is next. In addition, it is an efficient
tool for helping bots determine extensive data with
random noise. Some outstanding concepts of Prob-
ability, Statistics, and Random processes that we can
apply to solve technology-related problems:

• Hypothesis Testing: a statistical method used to
test a hypothesis or claim about a population pa-
rameter using sample data.

• Bayes’ Theorem: This theorem is used to calcu-
late the conditional probability of an event based
on prior knowledge of related events.

• Counting and conditional probability are essen-
tial concepts in probability theory and statis-
tics. The likelihood of an event happening is ex-
amined in conditional probability based on the
possibility of an earlier event happening. The
first event determines the second event.

In addition, calculus and geometry are the fundamen-
tal topics of math. First, calculus is an advanced math
subject often taught in the early years of university
programs. It includes two essential contents: differ-
ential calculus and integral calculus. The differen-
tial operations are concerned with the derivative and
the instantaneous change in the value of a function.
Integral calculus helps students know how to inte-
grate a function, calculate the area of the limit of the
curve, etc. However, going to college, the require-
ments, scope of content, and knowledge of calculus
will be more advanced. The student will have to learn
a lot of knowledge and complex concepts and how to
solve many more difficult problems. This is also why
calculus has become an obsession of many students,
including students who have approached this subject
since high school. Moreover, geometry is a branch of
mathematics that addresses questions of shape, size,
relative positions of shapes, and properties of space.
Geometry includes formulas for length, area, and vol-
ume, such as the Pythagorean theorem, circumfer-
ence, and area of circles, triangles, cylinders, spheres,
and pyramids.
In addition, various final products about mathemat-
ics mobile applications have been widely published
to the end-user. The first app that needs to be men-
tioned is Photomath from Microblink, which pro-
vides a mathematics solver system. This application is
only supported onmobile platforms. This is one of the
most popular applications in this branch therefore, in
2017, the Tech Edvocate named Photomath among its
top 20 teaching and learning apps3, and in 2021, the
legally constituted business Photomath LLC reported
that it had raised $23million in Series B funding, with
Menlo Ventures serving as the lead investor4. Pho-
tomath is a powerful tool that can solve problems in
the only field of calculus. It can quickly find solutions
to issues involving integrals, derivatives, etc. How-
ever, Photomath has difficulties in solving long and
complex expressions. However, a user-friendly inter-
facemakes Photomath available tomore people. Pho-
tomath has a team of R&D (Research and Develop-
ment) to researchmathematics methodologies world-
wide to supply the correct solution and ensure that
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all the shown steps are expert-verified. With sensi-
tive AI techniques, Photomath uses the camera on a
user’s mobile device to scan and recognize mathemat-
ics symbols to solve them. In the early years, Pho-
tomath could not identify the handwriting problem,
but from 2016 until now, the app began recognizing
handwriting in addition to printed text. The fact that
Photomath can demonstrate how to solve each prob-
lem totally for free is a significant benefit, but the ex-
planations are limited. Due to the student feedback
collected, Photomath can be used in the classroom
for teaching purposes5. In addition, students stated
that Photomath provides a visually appealing com-
putational assistance tool with straightforward inter-
action6. Likewise, Israeli businessmen Michal Avny,
Adam Arnon, and Lev Alyshayev launched a math-
ematics mobile application called Symbolab in 2011.
This multiplatform application can support users on
both mobile and web platforms. However, for the
best experience and to use all features of Symbolab,
users are encouraged to use the application on mo-
bile devices when the AI scanner is only available on
this platform. Users can use the camera on their mo-
bile device to detect the expected mathematics prob-
lems. A constraint is that it cannot eliminate redun-
dant characters. Like Photomath, Symbolab can solve
problems in calculus. However, this application has a
variety ofmath topics, including geometry, trigonom-
etry, and linear algebra. In addition, Symbolab’s step-
by-step display system is rated as adequate. Therefore,
it has been suggested to be employed as a teaching
tool in various studies, including the research paper
of Nguyen Viet Duong et al.7. Mathway is a differ-
ent, equally well-liked application. Mathway builds
on earlier apps and has a far more comprehensive
range of disciplines. In addition to math, Mathway
can support physics and chemical formulas. The ca-
pacity to answer trigonometrical issues is themost no-
table8, and Mathway has been successful in this area
since it offers many formulas in addition to intuitive
use. Like SymboLab, Mathway is a multiplatform ap-
plication with a powerful AI model that can detect
handwriting with very high accuracy.
However, the free package is minimal. Users have
to unlock the premium package to see the detailed
steps, which is opposite to the goal of this paper. After
analyzing the abovementioned applications, building
upon their advantages while overcoming limitations
is vital. Current mathematical applications strongly
emphasize creating and usingmore algorithms in var-
ious mathematical fields and beyond. In light of this,
developing an application that can solve complex is-
sues makes sense.

AI-BASED ANALYSIS
Presently, a math application can be evaluated based
on a variety of aspects. It is inadequate to produce an
application with an intuitive user interface, good per-
formance, or an affordable price. AiMA aims to en-
hance the user experience through innovative, clever
techniques. Therefore, an AI model, pix2tex, was
reused and integrated into this software. Therefore,
an AI model was reused and integrated into this soft-
ware. The analyses below are based on contributions
from Lukas Bletcher, who publishes the OCR project
for mathematical symbols on GitHub. Although it
was developed for a specific purpose, thismodel’s pro-
cessing steps and procedures can be applied to many
other models in the same field.

Data collection

Itmust be trained using the gathered datasets to create
a highly accurate, predictable AI model. The dataset
used by our AI model mostly comes from CROHME
(Competition on Recognition of Online Handwritten
Mathematical Expressions), a widely used dataset in
mathematical symbol recognition, including data on
online handwriting of mathematical expressions. Do-
ing this ensures that the dataset reflects various math-
ematical expressions that can be utilized in real-world
situations. Numerals, letters, and other mathematical
symbols are all present.

Preprocessing image

After receiving the raw dataset, preprocessing of the
image data is essential, which is the process of prepar-
ing the data before being inputted into the AI model
for training or testing. Image preprocessing aims to
improve the image data, boost recognition of the char-
acter’s model performance and reliability, and sim-
plify the model’s identification of critical features.
The image preprocessing methods include:

• ShiftScaleRotate and GridDistortion are used to
transform the image, create scaling, or rotate the
image.

• RGBShift is used to change the color of the im-
age. GaussNoise causes the pixel values in the
image to be adjusted for randomGaussian noise,
which helps the model learn general features of
mathematical expressions without being too de-
pendent on specific details.

• ImageCompression: This transformation re-
duces the image’s compression quality to 95%.
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• ToGray: a method to convert RGB images to
grayscale images to simplify data by reducing
color information in the image but keeping in-
formation about the brightness and contrast of
pixels.

• Normalize: Normalize image data. The mean
of the images is normalized to (0.7931, 0.7931,
0.7931), and the standard deviation is normal-
ized to (0.1738, 0.1738, 0.1738).

• ToTensorV2: Convert the image into a ten-
sor, a form suitable for PyTorch models such as
pix2tex.

Model architecture
An AI model, pix2tex, is built based on the Vision
Transformation (ViT) architecture. In contrast to
other popular architectures, such as CNNs (convo-
lutional neural networks), ViT applies the image se-
quential image transformation mechanism and a net-
work called Transformer, which is a neural architec-
ture using multihead attention and feed-forward as
the networks for handling the critical features of the
input image based on comparison with preprocessing
data 9.
ViT architecture divides the image into many
‘patches’ of the same size and converts them into
vector embedding10. These embeddings serve as
inputs to the transformer network, passing through
the mentioned neural networks to generate high-
level image representations. For the implementation,
generating a get encoder function is responsible for
initializing and creating a custom version of ViT
architecture. This function initializes the backbone
by using the deep neural network ResNetV2. Back-
bone plays a role in extracting features from input
images and preparing data for processing the ViT
model. Then, the vector embedding received from
the backbone will be transformed into patches with
small sizes. This model is 16x16 from a 224 px input
preprocessed image to fit with the standard size of the
transformer network. Finally, a classification layer is
used to perform the prediction for the image’s label.
Figure 1 indicates the process of the ViT architecture.
An image is divided into fixed-size patches, which
are then linearly embedded and processed by a trans-
former encoder. The model can simultaneously as-
sess many interactions inside the patches because of
the multi-head attention mechanism, which captures
local and global contexts. Subsequently, the classifica-
tion head utilizes these features to make accurate pre-
dictions, making ViT a robust architecture for image
recognition tasks.

Testing and validation
After applying the pix2texAI library to the project and
going through much testing using the AI-scanning
feature to solve math problems on AiMA, it can be
concluded that the input image is a standard-size
screenshot, and the AImodel can obtain a positive re-
sult of prediction when it returns a latex string with
an accuracy up to 95%. However, the accuracy is sig-
nificantly reduced when applying images that are too
large or too small. This demonstrates the effective-
ness of the AI model when using the ViT architec-
ture. In contrast, pix2tex faces the problem of hand-
written images. When it is a meager prediction ac-
curacy rate with this type of image, this will seriously
affect the user experience. An investigation was con-
ducted to determine the cause. The critical outcome
is that the model severely needs handwriting picture
data, which impacts the dependability of pix2tex. To
improve this, we modify and add the necessary data
to the model’s dataset, and then the model will be re-
trained again. The fine-tuning knowledge can be ap-
plied to add, remove, and edit layers for the model to
fit the new dataset 11.

SYSTEMDESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
SystemDesign
In the system design of AiMA, each request from the
client should follow a specific process. The three pri-
maries of a fundamental procedure are typically the
input, process, and output parts. Each part plays its
role. For detail:

Input
The end user has a total of two options

• Use the keyboard to input the problem: the user
can manually type the necessary data via the
supplied input field in the software.

• Use the camera for AI-scanner: Users can use
their device’s camera to capture the image of the
expected equation.

The input is sent to the backend server for the follow-
ing processes.

Process
Depending on the input format, the process will dif-
fer:
String input:

• The input string must undergo a validation pro-
cess to ensure its compatibility and suitability for
calculation and pop-up errors if invalid.
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Figure 1: Vision Transformer (ViT) 10 .

• If the input is valid, the back-end server is re-
sponsible for checking the type of string for
routing it to the correct controller.

• Input will be formatted to match the syntax of
the server-side programming language.

• In this step, the server is available to execute the
calculator functions to return the final results.

Image input:

• The picked or captured image will be stored in a
cloud-based platform to obtain its URL.

• The AI model can read the URL. Pop-up error if
an undefined URL.

• The AI model converts the URL into a latex
string if the URL is valid.

• The received latex string must be formatted to
match the syntax of the server-side program-
ming language.

• It can tackle the string to return the final results.

Output

• The raw received string will be reformatted by
the mathematics conversion.

• Navigate the user to a new screen to display the
formatted results and specific steps.

Implementation
AiMA was developed primarily on mobile platforms.
Therefore, this research is entirely focused on soft-
ware. The application of the software development
process is crucial, and the waterfall development pro-
cess model is used to develop the system, as shown in
Figure 2. The waterfall development process model is
a linear and sequential approach to software develop-
ment. It consists of several phases, including require-
ments gathering and analysis, design, implementa-
tion, testing, deployment, and maintenance. Each
phase must be completed before moving on to the
next phase.
The figure above depicts the six critical processes
of this model. It showcases a step-by-step progres-
sion through discrete phases, starting from require-
ments gathering and progressing through design, im-
plementation, testing, and maintenance after deploy-
ing the software product.

A. Requirements & Analysis
In the Requirements & Analysis stages, the project
requirements were collected, analyzed, and docu-
mented. For details, gathering user requirements
is always paramount to start building any software.
Hence, conducting a survey can collect the poten-
tial customers’ needs. In this research, a small-scale
survey was undertaken to learn what the Informa-
tion Technology and Logistics majors at the Interna-
tional University - Vietnam National University Ho
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Figure 2: Waterfall development process model.

Chi Minh City, Vietnam, wanted from the use of
mathematics.Figure 3 indicates students’ interest in
areas of need. In this survey, the students from these
majors are asked one question. The survey results
showed that the students from both groups of ma-
jors already knew and often used mathematics learn-
ing support applications. According to the general as-
sessment, Mathway was highly appreciated for its va-
riety of topic areas and easy-to-use interface. How-
ever, the students responded that the main limitation
of many current apps is the lack of support for spe-
cialized mathematics fields. Therefore, they want an
application to meet this problem. The following is a
result from this survey, which shows the most con-
cerned specialized fields:
According to survey findings, university students, as
well as those in high school and below, also require
assistance in math, particularly in specialized areas.
Probability and numerical methods are the two that
hold the most appeal among them. Therefore, we will
pay attention to and concentrate on developing this
sector in order to offer the most excellent solutions.
From the above bar chart, combined with the evi-
dence mentioned in the previous sections about the
importance and application of digital technology for
education, realizing an application that can support
specialized problems is a significant concern. There-
fore, the features and functions of the software can be
identified. Use case diagrams, shown inFigure 4, are

often used in the analysis stage to determine the ac-
tor’s ability to perform the function through specific
use cases, thereby showing the relationship between
them. This diagram reflects the original idea about
the interaction among users, administration, and the
software system. Note that some features are in devel-
opment and will be published in the future.
The relationship between the user, administrator, and
system is depicted in the above-mentioned figure.
Users may interact with the system by using comput-
ing features as well as CRUD-related activities (cre-
ate, read, update, and delete) when using the forum
feature. Similarly, administrators can take other ac-
tions like altering support algorithms or editing user
posts. Administrators may be able to better manage
their apps with this explicit allocation.

B. Design & coding
The design of this software product, as shown in Fig-
ure 5, mainly focuses on the procedure of receiving
and exporting processed data. Simply put, the ex-
pected equation is the input data, which will be sent
to the system for formatting and calculating, and then
the system exports the output result for sending back
to the user.
This diagram is created to visualize the entire process
of the system. The full process of how a user interacts
with a system is shown in the diagram, alongwith how
the system processes information and responds to the
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Figure 3: The bar chart indicates students’ interest in areas of need.

Figure 4: Use case diagram.

Figure 5: AiMA system design.
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user. Thismakes the system expandable as well as easy
to operate and maintain.
The client-server architecture is frequently applied to
every mobile application, so this is not an exception
for mathematics mobile systems. The main program-
ming languages used in this system are JavaScript and
Python.
Using JavaScript for mobile apps enables rapid devel-
opment for the client side because it does not neces-
sitate a sizable upfront investment or much work12.
The most prominent is React Native13, a framework
created to build clients for mobile applications. The
purpose of React Native is to render the user inter-
face and optimize the user experience. React Native
takes on the primary responsibility of receiving user
requests, specifically in this application, math prob-
lems, which can be an equation or a math opera-
tion. Regarding the back-end server, Flask, a Python
server, is used for the implementation because of its
benefits. It is server software that can handle HTTP
requests on the public internet, private LANs, and
private WANs14. This is a microweb server written
in Python to execute numerical data from the client.
Python is well known as an ideal programming lan-
guage for the execution of math and data science as-
pects. Additionally, Python has powerful math li-
braries such as Numpy, Sympy, and Statistic. These li-
braries can perform complicated mathematical oper-
ations, including trigonometric, exponential, and log-
arithmic functions. Therefore, it works perfectly as a
calculator server in a mobile math application.
In the input process, users can type in the edit box
or scan by their mobile device’s camera to recognize
the mathematics input equation. It is simple to
manually type the InputField component or React
Native to interact with the app’s client. For the
AI scanner, the library react-native-image-picker
supports picking and capturing the image via the
device’s camera. However, the image is not sent
directly to the server. An object containing URI,
image type, and image name will be passed to
the cloud-based platform Cloudinary for upload-
ing. This process is performed when receiving a
URL of Cloudinary, which must be followed by
the form to ensure the accuracy of the system:
‘res.cloudinary.com/{cloud_name}/image/upload/
{public_id}.{format}’. As previously mentioned,
the Axios library is integrated into this system for
binding the client with the server via the HTTP
request.
The process will start with the first option, which is
using the keyboard for typing by the user. The input

string after being passed to the Flask server for pro-
cessing. If the input is valid, the system will check
the attached baseURL received byAxios and send it to
the corresponding back-end address for further pro-
cessing actions. After receiving the correct string, the
server side will use Regex, a string of letters that des-
ignates a text match pattern from Python for format-
ting the input equation. After that, the Flask server
uses Sympy and NumPy, popular Python libraries for
mathematical calculations. With the help of symbolic
mathematics in both libraries, the server can conduct
extended-differ operations, manipulate algebraic ex-
pressions, solve equations, and more. The extra li-
brary ‘statistics’ is imported for statistical calculations
for the Probability and Statistics field. It provides
functions used to process numerical data and calcu-
late common statistical problems. Then, the server
was able to export the output, which includes the
result of the problem and the sequence of steps for
rendering in the client view. The procedure will be
quite different if the user uses the application’s scan-
ning feature. The input will be in image format. This
work incorporates an AI model known as pix2tex.
Pix2tex15 stands for “picture to Latex,” meaning that
this model plays a role in converting images and text.
For themodel to recognize the image, several steps are
required to process it.

• The Python Imaging Library (PIL) is used to im-
age the class within it to display the image.

• Base64 is used for encoding and decoding the
URL/URI of images.

• BytesIO is a class of Python that permits an ob-
ject of IO data to be stored and executed in the
byte format.

• Sympy: a powerful library that can handle the

First, a URL of Cloudinary will be used to send the
captured image to the Flask server. Second, base64 is
in charge of encoding the legitimate URL and decod-
ing it for BytesIO’s bytes-to-bytes translation. Finally,
PIL reads the output, enabling the AI model to iden-
tify the input image. This pix2tex AI model aims to
find a corresponding LaTeX code for a given image of
an equation. An example of the Latex Math Code is
shown in Figure 6.
After receiving the string of Latex, the back-end sys-
tem can be formatted by Regex for correctness and the
Sympy library. This potent library can be used for la-
tex string-based computations. One limitation of this
model is that the ability to recognize handwriting has
yet to be optimized. This will also be something that
needs to be overcome in the future. The process ends
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Figure 6: An example of the latexmath code 15 .

when the client obtains the output as a latex string,
which will be converted to mathematical characters
for rendering on the user interface using the Math-
view library.
The software product can be developed in the cod-
ing stage based on the previously created design docu-
ments. The development environment (Visual Studio
Code), language programming (JavaScript, Python),
or internet hosting service (GitHub) can be applied for
implementation in the purpose actualization of the
mathematics mobile application.

C. Testing &Deploy:
For convenience, this application has been used in
Android Studio, which is responsible for providing
an emulated mobile device platform. However, the
software must allow it to run on an actual device to
reach the end user. Therefore, deploying the software
on a mobile device to test the system’s functionality is
paramount.
To display the entire software on an actual device,
connecting via WiFi is an effective and straightfor-
ward way:

• Running “gradlew assemble” in “android” inside
React Native folder to export the apk file.

• Run this apk file on the mobile device.
• Go toDev Settings→Debug the server host and
port for the device to change the machine’s IP,
which can be checked by “ipconfig” in the com-
mand box.

• On the server side, replace the current URLwith
this IP with port 8081.

• Reload the app.
• The software created in the earlier stage is ver-
ified to meet the functional requirements de-
termined during the requirement collection and
analysis stage.

RESULTS
AiMA could satisfy some essential values after a por-
tion of it was finished when it would be feasible to
tackle the problems relating to simple mathematics
operators, calculus, and numerical methods. Figure 6
shows a screenshot of AiMA.
Figure 7 indicates the demonstration of AiMA when
executing an optimization method problem, which is
the golden section search. Instead of using standard
mathematical techniques, such as multilevel deriva-
tives, to determine the extreme point of the function,
this search application uses an iterativemethod to find
the answer. The user is required to provide the needed
data. For instance, in this case study, this is a string of
the function, the start and end values of a specified in-
terval, the desired error, and finally choose the condi-
tion about the maximum or minimum requirements.
The server consequently receives the request from the
client. Because an iterationwill be applied to solve this
question, it can be considered between using a while-
loop or for-loop. The while loop is appropriate be-
cause the number of iterations to be done is unknown
in advance, and a condition check is required after
each iteration. Furthermore, a computation in a while
loop takes only two milliseconds to finish, whereas a
calculation in a for-loop takes four milliseconds. For
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Figure 7: The screen shows the result and steps
on amobile device.

this reason, it is wise to utilize a while-loop to cal-
culate the problems related to the iterative method.
However, it will take longer for the user to obtain a re-
sponse from the server. In this case study, the server’s
response time to the client was five milliseconds, in-
cluding the execution time previously specified. Due
to the server, the study was tested locally in this case.
Network factors will cause the measurement time to
increase when the server is deployed in a production
environment. This is entirely controllable due to ef-
ficiency improvements for client-side rendering and
execution time optimization. Furthermore, the accu-
racy is relatively high after using AiMA to compute
this case study’s problem. AiMAproduces resultswith
a 98% accuracy rate compared to verified hand calcu-
lations and is nearly flawless compared to trustwor-
thy computing apps. Although the accuracy is imper-
fect, it is acceptable because the returned values are
rounded rather than displayed in their entirety to pro-
vide the user with themost logical display. Thismath-
ematics mobile application is currently portable when
deployed on an Android smartphone. In addition,
specialized algorithms are constantly being updated,

such as the golden section search method, Newton’s
method, Euler’s method, Heun’s method, and Simp-
son’s rules. Not only do they return exact results,
but the step-by-step box is also always displayed in
detail and easily understood. Applying react hooks,
such as useMemo and useCallback, which limit the
amount of time the interface is rendered again, dra-
matically enhances performance. The comparisons
among AiMA and related mobile systems are shown
in Table 1. Overall, AiMA has met most of the basic
features of a math application. UI and UX are simple
but intuitive, making it easier for users to interact with
the system. To support the users in editing the input
equation flexibly and accurately, and especially fol-
lowing the convention ofmathematics form, the client
side appliedMathquill. This library supports convert-
ing the string from the keyboards and mathematics
symbols. However, this library cannot be integrated
into this application because it cannot accommodate
the mobile platform. Therefore, to overcome this lim-
itation, Webview was applied. This is a React Native
component that helps render the content on the native
view. However, Webview only supports writing web
pages in HTML, CSS, and vanilla JavaScript. This can
lead to many limitations when there are some func-
tions that vanilla JavaScript cannot replace and per-
form, such as how framework React can do. Never-
theless, it is an efficient way to achieve these essential
functions.
The AI model integrated into the project performed
well by reading image data and converting them to la-
tex format. However, as mentioned above, the model
has difficulty recognizing handwriting from the user,
whichmeans that it can only read typed symbols from
the keyboard. One reason for this limitation is that the
dataset could be better. In addition, this model only
works well when the image’s resolution is optimized,
so when zooming in too much into the image, which
can cause noise and image distortion, the model may
also work incorrectly. Additionally, AiMA permits
choosing photos from the gallery when scanning pho-
tos - something that a few other math apps on the app
store need to look into. Users then havemore options.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND
FUTUREWORK
The value and influence of mathematics in people’s
lives are increasing as technology develops. Particu-
larly in education, the rise of mobile technologies has
brought about several advantages, including porta-
bility, ease, and accessibility. Creating a mobile sys-
tem that can serve college and university students
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Table 1: Comparisons among AiMA and relatedmobile systems

Functions in gen-
eral

Functions in detail AiMA
(Our proposed
mobile system)

Photomath 4 Symbolab 7 Mathway 8

UI/UX Easy to use
√ √ √ √

Simple UI
√ √ √ √

Smooth interaction
√ √ √ √

Response Time Fast response
√ √ √ √

Medium response

Low response

Specialized Algo-
rithms

Variety
√ √

Basic Algorithms Complex equation
√ √ √

Simple equation
√ √ √ √

AI Scanner Gallery picker
√ √ √

Camera scanning
√ √ √ √

Response in time
√ √ √ √

Handwriting recognition
√ √ √

Result/Steps
Showing

Correctness
√ √ √ √

Completeness
√ √ √ √

PDF exporter

and high school kids is essential, providing answers
to simple math problems and more advanced algo-
rithms. The mathematics mobile applications pub-
lished on the market generally offer various features
with a high accuracy rate calculator system. Never-
theless, these software products are only designed to
support mathematics topics for 12th-grade students
and below, which means that the need for more ad-
vanced fields can limit the reachability to another
group of customers, university students. In addi-
tion, despite the understanding that money is used
for maintaining the application, from the perspective
of someone who has experienced many mathemati-
cal applications, it is possible to realize the limitations
of the free-package package of some applications, in-
cluding Mathway. Hence, to create the best applica-
tion and reach the end user, the consideration of cre-
ating a product that is priced, even for free, is worth
considering.
To meet this requirement, this study introduces
AiMA, a mobile AI-based system that helps college
students with math-related problems. The client-
server architecture is used to host, deliver, and man-

age the resources and services that the client re-
quests. Aiming to build a software product, apply-
ing the development model—in this case, the water-
fall methodology—is essential. This model is easy
to manage due to its clean structure. In addition,
the waterfall is the ideal software development model
for small-scale software projects with specific require-
ments. The research mainly concentrates on special-
ized fields in mathematics, such as numerical meth-
ods in theoretical models in computing subjects and
probability and statistics problems. AiMA offers sub-
stantial advantages over competing alternatives by en-
abling users to solve challenging calculus problems
and obtain customized answers for specific mathe-
matics topics, according to an evaluation of the sys-
tem’s capabilities. AiMA is an invaluable mobile sys-
tem for college and university students needing spe-
cialized mathematics assistance.
For future work, the AI feature should be optimized.
A few methods can be used to improve the AI sys-
tem. The first is to be able to collectmore data because
the more data there are, the more accurate and effi-
cient the AI model will be. In addition, cleaning and
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preprocessing the data to reduce noise, outliers, and
inconsistencies is crucial before training the model.
Techniques such as dimensionality reduction, feature
scaling, and data standardization may be used. In ad-
dition, programming more specialized fields related
to mathematics for the application: recognizing the
complexity and variety of problems and diversifying
solutions is a necessity. After the field of theoretical
models in computing is completed, the field of prob-
ability will be the next area to be studied.

ABBREVIATIONS
UI: User interface
UX: User experience
AI: Artificial intelligence
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol
CNN: Convolutional neural network
RNN: Recurrent neural network
OCR: Optical character recognition
TMC:Theoretical models in computing
IT: Information technology
ODE: Ordinary differential equations
R&D: Research and development
ViT: Vision transformer
URL: Uniform resource locator
LANs: Local area networks
WANs: Wide area networks
URI: Uniform resource identifier
PIL: Python imaging library
IO: Input/output
IP: Internet protocol
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